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THE SELBERG TRACE FORMULA VII:
APPLICATION OF THE TRUNCATION PROCESS

TO THE CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM

M. SCOTT OSBORNE AND GARTH WARNER

This is the seventh in a projected series of papers in which we plan
to come to grips with the Selberg trace formula, the ultimate objective
being a reasonably explicit expression. As the title suggests, our goal
in this work is to prepare the stage for the complete delineation of
the contribution to the trace coming from the continuous spectrum,
concentrating here on the role played by the truncation process. In
our next publication, we shall finish the investigation, setting down
the precise form of the various terms in all detail.

1. Introduction. Supposing that the pair (G, Γ) is as usual, the start-
ing point for all this is the formula for

given in §8 of [2-(f)]. Thus, let a be a ^-central, ^-finite element of
)—then mod o(H)

is the same as

K(H 0 : a : Γ)

less

r-\

] Γ ( - 1 )*»*(/> ) / 7 ( Γ : />• :

( = 1

W H ) o L%*ι/Γif (ap ) o

less

Σ k W > ) - H O (P ( ) )

the sums running over a set of representatives for the Γ-conjugacy
classes of Γ-cuspidal split parabolic subgroups of G, the first of these
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264 M. SCOTT OSBORNE AND GARTH WARNER

being proper (r is the index corresponding to G itself). In this con-
nection, recall that according to our conventions (cf. [2-(f), §5]), o(H)
stands for a function on αρ such that

lim o(H) = 0.
H—>-oo

It will not be necessary to spell out the definition of

K(HO : a : Γ)

since it contains the contribution to the trace associated with the con-
jugacy classes, a topic that will be dealt with elsewhere. As for the
other terms, note that they involve both the discrete spectrum and
the continuous spectrum at all lower levels but that the continuous
spectrum is present at even the top level. Because

is an Arthur polynomial (cf. [2-(f), §7]), hence possesses certain re-
markable combinatorial properties, it is tempting to suspect that a
great deal of cancellation should take place. This, in fact, is exactly
what happens although it will become fully apparent only later on.

To anticipate the eventual outcome, let us abbreviate by writing

t r ( β H o Lf/T(a) o βH) = κ ( H o : α : Γ)

+ Fnc(H : H o : a : Γ) + o(H).

Then the central idea of the cancellation is to show that

Fnc(H : H o : a : Γ) = Fnc(Ho : a : Γ) + Con - Sp(α : Γ) + o(H),

the upshot being that Con - Sp(α : Γ) is independent of H and HQ>
thus represents the contribution to the trace furnished by the contin-
uous spectrum.

Turning to the organization of this article, certain preliminary facts
are collected in §2, while §§3-4 have as their theme various results
from the theory of Arthur polynomials and Detroit families. These
are then applied in §5 and §7 to the leading term of two truncated
Eisenstein series (be they complete or partial), §6 representing a tech-
nical but necessary intermediary. In §8, we recast into the boldface
picture the formula for

tτ(Qn

mentioned above, thereby paving the way for the integral manipu-
lations in §9, leading finally to the main result of the paper, namely
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Theorem 9.7. To see its potential implications, two examples are given
in §10.

As a general reference and suggested overall introduction to the
subject, we shall use our monograph:

The Theory of Eisenstein Systems, Academic Press, N.Y., 1981.

Throughout the sequel, the title of this work has been abbreviated to
TES.

2. The kernel of the continuous spectrum. The purpose of this sec-
tion is to set down some fundamental facts which constitute essential
background for all that follows.

Let G be a reductive Lie group, Γ a lattice in G, both subject to
the usual conditions. Agreeing to employ standard notation (see, in
particular, §2 of [2-(f)])? let a be a ^-finite element of Q°°(G)—then
^G/r(α)' t " i e restriction of LG/γ{a) to L^on(G/Γ), is an integral opera-
tor admitting a kernel

where r is independent of α. Furthermore, in view of Proposition 2.3
of [2-(f)], VH e o β , the truncation

is of the trace class, its trace

being the integral

The determination of K™n in terms of Eisenstein series may be
found in Chapter 8 of TES. As it will be needed, we had best recall
it. Fix an association class & Φ {G} of Γ-cuspidal split parabolic
subgroups of G. Let Pf = Af, A\ Nt (I < i < r) be a set of represen-
tatives for G\gp. Let (9 — {<?i: / = 1,..., r} be an orbit type—then the
representation space &φϊ) for

is the orthogonal direct sum over δ e K of the corresponding isotypic
components &(δ,&i). Let {eι

n : n e /(^, )} be an orthonormal basis for
so selected that each eι

n lies in some &(δ9<?i). Set
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Form

Ka{x,y :*hAi)

= ^ Cmn(a :0i,Ai) • E(Pi\Ai: eι

m : Λf : x)E(Pi\Ai: eι

n : A/: y),

E(Pi\Ai:...) an Eisenstein series. Write

Ka(x,y:<f;W)

in place of

1

and then put

Ka(x,y:W) =

Here, / is the rank of Ψ, while *(W) is the cardinality of the set of
chambers in a split component of any member of W.

With this notation, the kernel K™n of L^.(α) is

the slash meaning that the sum is over the f7 Φ {G}.

LEMMA 2.1. There exist real numbers r1, r" such that for all Siegel
domains &, 6 " associated with Γ-percuspidals P', P" there is a positive
constant C such that

ί \a(x,y :<?iΛi)\ \dAi\ < C EP.

for every x e&, y e 6".

[This is Lemma 8.4 in TES. Incidentally, it can be shown that r', r"
can be taken independent of a (cf. p. 365 of TES).]

Passing to constant terms will have no effect on the estimate, so

can be exchanged for
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Since the constant term integrals are compactly supported, they can
be iterated leading, therefore, to the conclusion that

QH QH Xcon(χ y)

is equal to

l.rf

To explicate

or still

IG/Γ

start by inserting

^ JRC{A,)=0

The problem now is to push JG/Γ all the way to the right past the

LEMMA 2.2. Fix & Φ {G}—then

{ VT-percuspidal PQ,

V Siegel domain 60 associated with PQ>

V real r,

3C > 0 such that

ΣΣ / |β(ϊ)βg)*α(*,* :έf/, A/)| |rfΛ,| < C ΞPo

ybr /̂/ x G ©o

[We indicate an argument. Look at the proof of Lemma 8.4 in
TES. Replace the Ka there by Q^QfyKa, the E by QHE. As the
computation in the demonstration is purely formal, we eventually end
up with a finite sum of nonnegative rapidly decreasing majorants of
the form

from which the lemma is immediate.]
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Taking this estimate into account, the integral

fG/Γ

is then seen to be equal to

1 T Γ

I (ί βftβg)*«(*,* iSiM
•/Re(Λ, )=0 \JG/Γ v ' V ;

\dAi\,

it being a question throughout of absolute convergence. Because the
sum defining

is finite,

/ Qn)Qa)Ka(x,x :<?iΛi)dG{x)
JGIT

m,n

f QHE(Pi\Ai: e^ : A, : x)QnE(Pi\Ai: en : A/: x) dG(x).
JGITIG/T

The inner products

^ i \ A i : em : Af :?), QHE(/>/M/: < : A,-:?

fall under the purview of the theory developed by us in [2-(b)], [2-(c)],
and [2-(d)]. Before we summarize and expand upon what has been
said there, some preparation is in order; cf. infra.

To recapitulate:

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let a e Q°(G) be K-finite—then VH e aQ,

tr«2H o L«»(α) o ρH }

is equal to

/ μ / : e^ : Λ, :?), (2HE(^M/: ej,: A, :?)) \dAt\
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3. Addition and multiplication. The purpose of this section is to
develop certain addition and multiplication rules for the Γ-functions
(cf. §2 of [2-(d)]) and the Arthur polynomials (cf. §7 of [2-(f)]). These
results will play a technical but important role in the sequel.

Let us place ourselves in the setting of §2 of [2-(d)], the data thus
being

(1) A finite dimensional inner product space (V, (?,?)) of dimension
/, say;

(2) A basis {λ\,... ,Λ/} of V subject to the condition

(λi9λj)<0 {iφj).

Utilizing the customary notation, it will be recalled that the focus
of investigation in that section was the Γ-functions of Arthur:

Γ*{H,H0) = £ ( - l ) # ( M l W ( # ) XFA(H-H0).
{F:FιcFcF2}

Here is a complement to those considerations:

PROPOSITION 3.1. We have

{F:FίcFcF2}

Proof. By definition, the right hand side of the purported equality
is a sum over all F, F', F" subject to

Fλ c F' c F C F" C F2

of

times

XFMH) XF>F(H - 7/0 XFMH ~ HX) χF"^{H - Hx - H2).

Write the sign
(

in the form

to get, alternatively
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Then our sum can be reexpressed as

J2 (-1)# ( F # '-*W'(#) XF"Jl{H-H{ -H2)
{F'yF":FιcF'cF"CF2}

x J2 (-i)*{F-Ff)χF'>F(H - HO . χFMH - H{).
{FiF'cFcF"}

But the sum over F is just

{F'.F'CFCF"}

or still, by the Combinatorial Lemma of Langlands (cf. Proposition
2.5 of [2-(b)]),

_ f 1 ifF' = F"
= l 0 ΊΪF'φF".

Consequently, in the sum over F\ F", only the terms corresponding
to F' = F" make a contribution. What is left, therefore, is precisely

as desired.

REMARK. Using this result, it is easy to derive a dual to Proposition
2.3 of [2(d)], viz:

χFuFl(H) = Σ (-if^-^Γ^HtHo) χFJr2(H - Ho).

In fact, in the relation provided by the preceding proposition, begin by
writing HQ for H\, next multiply both sides by ( - l ) ^ - ^ a n c j finally
let H2 —• +oo: It remains only to quote Proposition 2.5 of [2-(d)].

Let now

ppι(H0)= f Γ%(H,H0)dH.

Then Proposition 2.11 in [2-(d)] tells us that/?^(//o) is a homogeneous
polynomial in Ho of degree

#(F2-Fι) = dim(VFιnV(F2)).

Keeping to the terminology introduced in §7 of [2(f)], we shall call pp
an Arthur polynomial.
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PROPOSITION 3.2. We have
F{Hx)-ppΣ pF

Fi{Hx)-pp(H2).
{F:

Proof. Indeed:

pF]{Hx +H2)= ί Γ%(H, Hx + Hi) dH
JVFi<ΛV{F2)

= Σ / TF

Fχ{H,Hϊ)TR}{H-Hx,H1)dH
{F:FicFcF2}

Jv^vW

= Σ ί TF

F{{H,Hx)dH
{F-.FTFCF2}

JV^V^

x / TF

F*{H-HuH2)dH
JvFnv(F2)

{F: F,CFCF2}

the contention.
It is to be observed that pp is recursively computable. To see this,

let
12Λ=#(F2-Fι).

If 12>\ = 1, so
F2 = Fx U {0, say,

then {λf1} is a basis for VFi Π V{F2) (cf. Lemma 2.6 in [2-(b)]), thus,
thanks to Propositions 2.5 and 2.7 in [2-(d)],

If /2,i > 1» then, by the above,

{F: F,CFcF2}

= 2"'« I 2p% (H0)+ Σ PF>
V {F: FxQ.FdF2}

{F:
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Maintaining the conventions of §2 of [2-(d)], Fourier transformation

is the topological isomorphism defined by the rule

/(Λ) = / f(H)e{A'W dH (Λ e V^ΪV).
Jv

There is a canonical injection p H* dp of Poly(F) into the algebra of
differential operators on \f^ΛV characterized by the condition

LEMMA 3.3. Let po, pj, qι be elements of Poly(F)—then the follow-
ing are equivalent

(i) VHltH2 € V: Po(H, + H2) = ΣiPi(Hι) • Qi{H2)\
(ii) Vφltφ2 € C-(v^TK): dpSΦxΦi) = Σi(dP,Φx) • (dq,φ2).

Under (ii), the calculation

gives (i). The opposite direction can be established by using the "op-
erational calculus" for Fourier transforms. However, it is perhaps
preferable to cite a generality.

SUBLEMMA. Suppose that A is a commutative algebra over afield k.
Let po, pi, #/ be elements ofk[t\,..., tn] connected by the relation

i I y = (yι,...,yn),

as polynomials in 2n-variables—then, for any collection d = (dι,..., dn)
of commuting k-linear derivations of A,

po(d)(aβ) = 5 > , ( 0 ) α ) (qi(d)β) (Vα, β G A).
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Proof. Given /, put

qua derivations of A<g>kA. Set <$/ = δ't + £"—then the diagram

A ®k A —-ϊ—> Λ

41 Jft (π(a®β) = aβ)

A®kA — ^ Λ

is commutative. Accordingly, with <J = δ' + δ", the same is true of

A®kA —^-+ A

Po{δ)\ \po(d)

A®kA —?—> A

Take now a tensor a®βeA<g)k A—then, upon tracing its image in
A along the two possible routes supplied by this diagram, we obtain
at once the claimed equality.

[Note: The converse to this purely algebraic statement is ordinarily
false, a certain degree of "largeness" in A being necessary.]

Needless to say, Lemma 3.3 is directly applicable to pp, where, for
the sake of simplicity, we write

Z>* being the special case when F2 = &, F\ — 0 .
If φ is a C°° function on \f-[V, then its ̂ -transform Aφ has been

defined in §2 of [2-(d)] by the prescription

MA) =
{F:

with the understanding that Λ is ultraregular, i.e., lies on none of the
hyperplanes determined by the λι

F, λf. It will be recalled that the
thrust of Proposition 2.12 of that section was the fact that Aφ extends
to a C°° function on yJ^ΛV. If, in addition, φ = f (f e &(V))9 then
actually
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Γy the Γ-transform of / , that is,

Γf(H) = f Γl(H,Ho)f(Ho)dH0.

The next result helps to put all this into perspective.

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let φ e Coo{\f:ΛV)—then

Proof. Because the question is local, we can assume that φ = f
(fe&(V)). But then

= ( _ 1 )dim(K) ^

f p*ΛHo)f(Ho)dHof
Jv

as asserted.
In conclusion, it should be noted that there is an analogous result for

pr Moreover, φ need only be C°° in a neighborhood of the origin.

4. Extension of IΠ .̂ The purpose of this section is to supplement
the considerations of §4 in [2-(d)], the primary order of business being
an explicit theorem of extension for the IΠ^-function (in the setting
of Detroit families). As will be seen below, ultimately, the essential
tool for doing this is Proposition 3.4 of the preceding section.

Let, therefore, (V,Φ) be a geometric g.r.s. of dimension /, say. Sup-
pose that φ = {φ&} is a C°° Detroit family for which

is a nonempty open subset of y/^ΛV. By its very construction (cf. §4
in [2-(d)]),

is defined on the Φ-regular points in Dφ, there even being the identity
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valid formally on the Φ-ultraregular points in Dφ (cf. Theorem 4.4 of
[2-(d)]). Here, of course,

The ostensible singularities that IΠ^ might possess are removable
since it can be shown that \ΆΦ extends to a C°° function on Dφ (cf.
Proposition 4.6 in [2-(d)]).

[Note: Strictly speaking, this result was formulated and proved there
only in the special case when Dφ was all of y/^ΛV. However, to treat
Dφ Φ N/^TK, it suffices to multiply the elements of φ by a common,
C°° cutoff function.]

The following question thus arises. Fix an arbitrary Λ in Dφ—then
what, explicitly, is IΠ^(Λ)? To answer this question, we shall first need
to dispense with some geometric generalities.

Fix a point Λ e \ΓΛV. By <9*(A)9 we shall understand the set of
all ordered triples (V(F)9 &F, &(F))9 where

(1) V(F) is the subspace of V associated with a chamber set F c Φ
subject to

A±V(F);

(2) g/r is a chamber of Φ^ having the property that

VλeF0(WF)9 μ,Λ)^0;

(3) &(F) is an arbitrary chamber of Φ(F).

LEMMA 4.1. There is a canonical bijection between the chambers of
Φ and the elements ofS*(A).

Given a chamber of W of Φ, put

Form, in the usual way, the spaces

V(F0(W:A))9

denoting by

ί

the chambers therein determined by W. Obviously, Λ is orthogonal to
V(FQ(W : Λ)). Furthermore, because the short wall roots of WA are the
shortened elements of

P...(F0(?) - F0(W : A)) ( = Fo(& : A)),
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it is clear that

So

On the other hand, consider any element (V(F),&F,W(F)) of
)—then, on the basis of Proposition 3.15 of [2-(d)], there cor-

responds to the pair (<8>, &(F)) a unique chamber & of Φ. In fact, in
the notation of that result,

the elements of

P... (F o (*) - F0{9(F))) ( • = F o ( * (F))),

when shortened, being F0(WF). If, as in the paragraph supra, we pro-
ceed from g" to construct

: A)), r g?(Λ),

I VFQ(Ψ\K)> I ̂ Λ>

then
r V(F) = Γ ( F 0 ( ^ : A)), r

\ vF = vFo(<g>:A), \ ΨF = &A.

Consequently, the assignment

is the bijection of our lemma.
For the sake of brevity, in what follows let us agree to write

V(W : A) in place of F ( F 0 ( ^ : A)),

P^:A in place of P... ( = F0(W : A)).

Returning to IΠ^, rewrite

in the light of the above parametrization:

Σ Σ «W) Φ* (Λ

where, as goes without saying, the notation is slightly deceptive. Our
intention is to interpret the inner sum as a III?, ? a Detroit family qua

: Λ).
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For this purpose, fix a

so that ΛQ and Λ both have the same degree of regularity. Assuming
that H is in a suitable neighborhood of the origin in y/^ΛV(W : Λ),
attach to each chamber ^(Λ) of Φ(FQ(W : Λ)) the function

lAr:Λl1/2

DWA being the determinant

dct[(P9.ΛλhP9.Λλj): λi9λj e

The numerator of θFo^) is equal to

\det[(λhλj): λi9λj €

Bearing in mind that

Λo ± V(& : A),

we therefore see that

The latter relation suggests that we establish:

LEMMA 4.2. The φ^^(A0 :?) constitute a Detroit family φAo.

Proof. Suppose that Wf(A) and W"(A) are adjacent chambers in
V{& : Λ) with ^ = g ^ as their common wall {λ e FQ{&'{A)), -λ e
F0(%"'(A)))—then the closure of Ψ{ = &ϋλ is the intersection of the
closures of £?'(Λ) and ίP/;(Λ). Accordingly, since the correspondence

{J\) —> JO

preserves adjacency,

φ^{A0 + H) = φ&»{A0 + H).

Thus the issue reduces to the equality of

+
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and

To resolve this point, consider roots

") - {A},

which, when projected and shortened, give Ao, say, i.e.,

0 = j}(A;. + i;.A) ^ > o ) ,

o = s' (X + t'lλ) {s' > 0).

Then

is the same as

both being equal to

Defining t[ by the relation

k'l^WJDk'i + uk,

we have

(Ao + H9λ'ft = (jί/jί;)(Λo + H,λ'i) ((Ao + Jϊ,λ) = 0).

Finally, putting everything together,

Num' _ Us'r Num' _ fl s'/ Num"

5 De

Num/;

Denom' Π sr

( Denom' Π 5 Denom'

_

s/' * Denom/r ~" Denom"'
Hence the lemma.

Therefore

can be viewed as

Because the second function admits a C°° extension near the origin,
the same must be true of the first. Now it is well known that if M
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and N are C°° manifolds, then there is a canonical isomorphism of
topological vector spaces

C°°{M xN)~ C

Applying this fact to our situation allows us to assert that the map

(Λo, H)~Σ θ^)(Λo + H). ^(Λo + H)

is C°° near (Λ, 0), the value of the extension being exactly Hl0A(O) or
still (cf. Theorem 4.4 of [2-(d)]) AΦA{0)9 computable by Proposition
3.4.

The sought for extension theorem is then immediate:

THEOREM 4.3. Under the preceding hypotheses, ΠI^Λ) is the sum
over & of the

Λ

In passing, observe that if Λ is Φ-regular, then V^, F0(W(A)) = 0
and Df — ID implying, as a result, that no differentiation is needed,
which is to be expected.

A "vector-valued" variant of Theorem 4.3 will eventually be needed.
To formulate it, let g be a finite dimensional vector space over R—
then

is also a finite dimensional vector space over R, there being a canonical
pairing

φ& : d o m ( ^ ) ->έΓ,

then the collection φ = {φ&} is said to be a C°° Detroit family with
values in % if

is a C°° Detroit family in the usual sense, where, to be specific,

is a nonempty open subset of y/^ΛV. Obviously, the theorem supra
is applicable to each of the φj.
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More generally, suppose that

is a collection of ί?-valued C°° functions defined on a neighborhood
of Λ, each of which is equal to T at Λ and having the property that

T(V(F0(W : Λ)),r;,r'(Λ)) = T{V{FQ{W"

Assigning to the symbol

the evident interpretation, under natural assumptions on the domains,
Lemma 4.2 implies that the

constitute a Detroit family. Hence, in a suggestive notation:

THEOREM 4.3 (bis). Under the preceding hypotheses, YΆφτ(K) is the
sum overΨ of the

[1 lλt€Fo(&)-Fo(W(A)) v ' λi)

[In fact, there is no loss of generality in making the evaluation at Λ =
0 with TV independent of &, say Γ r(Λ) = T(Λ), where T = T(0). Call
(T,0) the C°° Detroit family whose value at Λ, & is
then

for all Φ-regular Λ and this persists to Λ = 0.]
We shall also have to have a theorem of extension for the D i s -

function associated with the product of two C°° Detroit families φ
and ψ. To prepare for this, some additional notation will be required.

A subspace W of V will be termed special if W = V{F) for some
chamber set F. Let, therefore, W be a special subspace of V—then
attached to any Detroit family φ (not necessarily C°°) there is a Detroit
family φw on W1 (see Lemma 4.1 in [2-(d)]) and to each chamber ffw

of WL a Detroit family φ{&w) on W (see Lemma 4.2 in [2-(d)]). We
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remark that this notation is more appropriate than that initially used
by us in [2-(d)]. It should also be pointed out that the correspondences
in Propositions 3.14 and 3.15 of [2-(d)] are, in a sense, the "same".
Without pursuing the matter, for all special W9

{Ww: chambers of W1} x {&(W): chambers of W}

~ {^: chambers of V st rel. int. {W~ n WL) φ 0} .

Let now φ and ψ be two C°° Detroit families—then the product
φ ψ is a C°° Detroit family and:

THEOREM 4.4. Under the preceding hypotheses, 111^(0) is the sum
over all special W of the

Proof. The unexplained notation being that of §3 in [2-(d)], write

m+.v{0) = Aφ.ψ(0)

or still (cf. §3)

β" {F:

But

Σ Σ -Σ Σ
Ψ {F: FdFQ{W)} F

Σ
w

Moreover, if g7 <-> {WW^(W)), then

In particular, this is true at A1 = 0. On the other hand,
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Accordingly, HI^(O) is the sum over all special W of the

Since the sum over &(W) can be collapsed to IΠ^g^O), we are done.

REMARK. The preceding theorem retains its validity when, e.g., φ
and ψ are C°° operator-valued Detroit families on a finite dimensional
Hubert space.

In general, if / is a C°° function, then it is clear that

Wfφ = f Wφ.

This simple observation, when combined with the above, leads to an
important principle of invariance, viz.:

PROPOSITION 4.5. Suppose that {f{JV, Ψψ)} is a family ofC°° func-
tions such that

f(W9Ww)(0) = 1.

Let φ and ψ be C°° Detroit families—then Wφ.ψ(0) is the sum over all
special W of the

W ) ) ^ f f l

[Note: An operator-valued variant of this assertion is also true pro-
vided that we assume f{W^w){Q) is the identity map.]

Let us add a small aside that will come into play during the cancel-
lation.

PROPOSITION 4.6. Suppose that φ = {φ%} is a Schwartz Detroit fam-
ily in the sense that each φ% e W(>/^ΪV)—then

Wφ

In fact, if we let

then φ§ e ^(V^TF) and, of course,

Therefore, taking into account the Leibnitz rule, it would be enough
to prove that if each φ<% e Ψ{\[^ΛV), then DYΆΦ is bounded for every
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translation invariant differential operator Zλ But this follows from:

LEMMA 4.7. Fix D. Let φ e ^{\Γ-{V)—then DAφ is bounded on

[One need only inspect the proof of Lemma 2.13 in [2(d)].]

5. Manipulation of the leading term (P = G). The purpose of this
section is to study the leading term of the inner product of two trun-
cated Eisenstein series in the boldface picture. Lest we lose sight of
our objective, let us bear in mind that the main application of all this
will be to the inner products

(β H E(Λμ f - : 4 : A/:?), QHE(/> |Λ : < : A,:?))

entering into the calculation of the integral

G/Γ

from §2.
Fix an association class Ψ of Γ-cuspidal split parabolic subgroups

of G. Decompose & into G-conjugacy classes %\

. (fj = G - {Pi} n W).

Given

write

{τ =

a vector in Cr/. Per Λ, G o, + V^Tα/, put

e(9i: H, A/) = (&φ({Ά(Piμ)9I(Piμ9Pi)Ai))) (H e α),

another vector in CΓ/. Accordingly,

To illustrate the utility of this notation, let %κ and %τ be G-conjugacy
classes in ^ with

\(P2,S2;;A2)eWi2.
Take elements

Φ, e»(i,<f,,)
< < f "
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and form the Eisenstein series

i E(P2\A2 : Φ 2 : Λ2 :?) (Λ2 e α2

Then, suppossing that Λj and Λ2 are pure imaginary and in general
position, the "leading term" of the inner product

(QuE(P{\Aι : Φi : A! :?),QUE(P2\A2 : Φ 2 : Λ2 :?)) (H e αβ)

is the sum

Σ Σ̂
i=\ W

of the

i +wi:2A2),

i: Pι\Aι : wi:l : A O O ^ c ^ M ; : Pi\A2 :

The details may be found in §8 of [2(d)]. Needless to say, the phrase
"leading term" is suggested by the fact that what remains of the inner
product is in some sense negligible (cf. §10 of [2(d)]).

It is true, but not quite immediate, that

Σ Σ Σ -
extends to a holomorphic function of (Λi,Λ2) on >/—T&i χ

 Λ/~T&2

To establish this, we may proceed via an argument entirely analogous
to the one employed in §9 of [2-(d)]? the key again being the theory
of Detroit families. Actually, a more general result is valid in that it
is possible to produce C°° extensions in a variety of ways. While a
discussion in extenso is certainly not necessary, we had best at least
indicate the essential ideas as they lead to formulae of no small im-
portance for what is to follow.

Let / be any index between 1 and r. Given

(wi:leW(Ai9Ai),

write
K>/(Λi,Λ2 : wi:ι,wi:2,ΦuΦ2 : H)
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in place of

<e(«J:H,«;/:iAi +wi:2A2),

ΛMi : w,Λ : Λ,)Φi,c(i>μi, : P2\A2: w/:2 : Λ2)Φ2)g;).

Then the K)/ are meromoφhic functions of (Λi,Λ2) which are, more-
over, holomorphic on >/—T&i x %/=T&2, this also being the case of

yp y> y^ K>i(AuA2;wi:Uwi:2;Ou<i>2: H)

ι = l ti7,:I

Setting A = A\ and thus agreeing to write wt instead of wi:\, for
any w{2 G W(A\,A2)9 put

T ( Λ 1 ? Λ 2 ; ^ 1 2 ; Φ 1 ? Φ 2 : H )

K)/(Λ l 9 Λ 2 ;^/ ? ^/^ 1 2 ;Φi 9 Φ2 : H)

In terms of this parametrization, our problem will be the C°° prolong-
ment of

Σ ϊ(Λ l 5Λ 2;^ 1 2;Φ 1 ?Φ 2:H)
wl2€W(Al9A2)

to v̂ ΠΓα under the assumption that Ai and Λ2 are suitable functions
of Λ € v^Tα (cf. infra).

Since it suffices to analyze each constituent of the sum separately,
fix a w\2 The space α comes supplied with the structure of a g.r.s.,
the chambers being in a natural one-to-one correspondence with the
elements of the set

]l{i}xW(AhA),

as follows from Lemma 2 on p. 67 of TES. Put

Let
f A! : \Λ-lα
\ Λ2 : >/-Tδ —

be C°° functions on \/^Tα satisfying the condition

A = A!(A) + Wi2Λ2(Λ) (A e y/-ΐa).

For each pair (/, Wi), define
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by the rule

(Φi ®Φ2,0(ι>j(Λ)) =K)/(Λi(Λ),Λ2(Λ);w;/,tί;l ^i2;Φi,Φ2 : H).

The φ(i9Wl) are obviously C°°. Moreover:

LEMMA 5.1. The φ(ifWl) constitute a Detroit family φ{wι2).

[The verification is essentially standard, being based on the func-
tional equations for the c-functions (cf., e.g., pp. 475-480 in [2-(b)]).
Therefore, we can skip over some of the details. If (/', w^) and (/", Wι>>)
correspond to adjacent chambers with common wall in aχ, then the
question is the equality of the restrictions of

to yf^Aaχ. This said, let us change the notation and deal, as is per-
missible, with pairs (i,Wi) and (j,WχWi)9 where wχ e W{Aj,A[) is
a simple reflection. We may then attach to λ, in the usual way, a
Γ-cuspidal parabolic Pχ > P^Pj with Pj9Pj maximal. Of course, tac-
itly, certain adjustments may be necessary to achieve this. Call Ψχ the
G-conjugacy class of Γ-cuspidals determined by Pχ. Define maps

by stipulating that the ^-component of

- - " » istobe

)
the sum running over the { μ

v for which

/ Piμ>

\P,V

is a dominated predecessor of P^ (1 < iχ < rλ). Assume now that Λ
lies in \f^Aaχ—then

is the result of pairing

with

M/: P\\A\ • «Ί": Λi(Λ))Φ l 5

i\Ai: P2\A2: Wiwn
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while

is the result of pairing

e(Wλ: H,

with

nά(Wλ,^)(c(Pj\Aj : PX\A\ wλwt

c(Pj\Aj : P2\A2 :

Because u/;Λ = wχWjA, we have only to check the equality of

red(rA,β?)( )βj and

Owing to the functional equations,

= c{Pj\Aj:Pi\Ai:wλ:wiAx{A))

and

c(Pj\Aj : P2M2 : wλWiWX2: Λ2(A))

= cCPyl^ : P/IΛ : ̂ A : u>/tui2

•c(Pi\Ai:P2\A2:wiwl2:A2(A)).

Φ', = dPi\A,: ΛM. : w,: A,(A))Φ,

Φ 2 = c(Λ M/
Then the claim is that

Let

ί Φ', = dPi\A,: ΛM. : w,: A,(A))Φ,

I Φ2 = c(Λ M/: P2\A2 : wI «;12: Λ2(Λ))Φ2

 l ' ι

is the same as

c(Pj\Aj : P i l ^ : wλ : w/

Taking into account the fact that

u;12Λ2(Λ),

we reduce without difficulty to a purely rank one situation, which can
then be handled directly.]
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Our notation is incomplete in that neither the functions Λi(Λ) and
Λ2(Λ) nor H itself are reflected by the symbol φ{wι2). Keeping this
in mind, given Φi and Φ 2 , from the

(Φl®Φ2,Φ(i,wt))

we may form
I Π ^ 1 2 ) ( Λ ; Φ 1 ? Φ 2 : H ) ?

a C°° function of Λ in y/^Aa (cf. Proposition 4.6 in [2-(d)]). Modulo
the constant vol(^), it is this function which provides a C°° extension
of

T(Λ 1 (Λ) ? Λ 2 (Λ);^ 1 2 ;Φ 1 ? Φ 2 :H)

to all of \/-Tδ.
Here is an illustration. Let us assume that we are given points

{A°2e v/=Tα2.

To indicate the dependence of our choices on wχ2, fix C°° functions

subject to:
(1) VΛG \f:Λa:Aι{wχ2 : Λ) + w1 2Λ2(w1 2 : Λ) = Λ;

(2) 3Λ e y/^ϊa : Ax (wn : A) = A? and Λ2(w1 2 : Λ) = A°2.

Observe that the Λ figuring in (2) must be, by (1), Λ^ + wn

So, on the basis of §10 in [2-(d)], mod o(H)

(β H E(ΛMi : Φi : A? : ? ) , β H E ( P 2 μ 2 : Φ 2 : Λ^ :?))

equals
1 Σ fΦ 1 ? Φ 2 : H).

We stress that the o(H) does require careful, additional investigation
but this can be put off for now.

Fix anew a W\2 Ξ W(A\,A2)—then what has been said in §4 is
applicable to the explicit evaluation of

ffl«(tl,I2)(A;Φi,Φ2:H).

To formulate matters in just the right way, some preliminaries are
needed.
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Fix a Γ-percuspidal Po—then we can and will assume that the "base
point" Pi € % lies in the standard picture over PQ, i.e., P; >: PQ. This
is a technically helpful (and harmless) convention.

Let still W be an association class of Γ-cuspidal split parabolic sub-
groups of G : & = U/ % t h e decomposition of & into G-conjugacy
classes (gj = (? {Pi} Π i?). Let gj / be some other G-conjugacy class
relative to an association class ί?' with the property that there is a
gj such that g / >: gj , thus P;/ >: P/. Of course, % is not necessarily
unique, an irrelevancy as it turns out. Consider the associates Pj of
Pi over PQ lying below Pv—then pt might or might not be associate

to P/. Retaining only those Pj for which the positive eventuality is
true, the set of all Γ-cuspidals G-conjugate to some such Pj is a Γ-
stable subset ^t(g//,gj) of 8% to be termed, somewhat imprecisely, a
daggered association class.

EXAMPLE. In the set up of §4, take V = α—then a given Λ e \f-ia
determines a set ^ ( Λ ) of ordered triples (a(F0(& : A)), gχ
Owing to Lemma 4.1, this set corresponds bijectively to

i=\

Suppose that we freeze the first two entries of the triple but allow
the third to vary. What does this mean in terms of the pairs {i,Wi)Ί
The answer is basically contained in the descriptions to be found on
pp. 66-70 of TES. Because the triple corresponds to a chamber and
the chamber corresponds to a parabolic P with split component A
admitting a domination P Λ >: P by a parabolic P Λ with a split compo-
nent AA (per gχ)> the effect of changing ^(Λ) is to change P but not
P Λ . Passing to the standard picture over Po, P Λ will be G-conjugate
to a Γ-cuspidal PVi so 3w^ G W(Ai*,AA) taking WA to its counterpart
in &//, while P will be G-conjugate to a Γ-cuspidal P/, the ambient Wj
agreeing with w^ on AA. Choose, accordingly, a wf e W{A^Λ) such
that wf\AA = w^. Using the index j to signify a variable P, the pairs
(j, Wj) arising from the &(A) are therefore the elements of the set

Here (cf. pp. 130-131 in TES)

wl(Aj,Ai) = {Wβ € W(Aj,Ai): w^A, = ID}.
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Finally, if we let J"^{%>,%) stand for the indices j appearing in this
decomposition, then the collection of all Γ-cuspidals G-conjugate to a
Pj (j G ̂ (g//,^/)) comprise a daggered association class ^ ( g / / , ^ ) .

To see how these considerations actually come up, let us place our-
selves in the setting of Theorem 4.3 (bis). The role of the fixed vector
T is played by Φj ® Φ2. Furthermore, the Γ-functions must be inde-
pendent of &{APχ + W\2A%)9 hence dependent only on (i,wf). To be
specific, given

call

the tensor product of

e(Pi\Ai: Pλ\A\ - w? : M™n : Λ))"1 • c(/> |Λ : Pχ\Aλ : wf

with

> : A2(wι2 : Λ))"1

Obviously,

T((j, wjiwf): ^ 1 2 : Λ?, Λ^ : Λ?

Using the functional equations, we then find that

jiW?): wl2 : Λ?,Λ« : Λ) ,0 o > ; /

where

= c(Pj\Aj : P/M/ : wjΊ: wfAx(wl2 : A))

: A))

Applying now Theorem 4.3 (bis),

is the sum
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of the

• r:Λ°+w12Λ°'

Λ0)) ^ "

x <e(β) : H,u y/ti;??),

We may interpret

* + wl2A°))) as Σj;(my , αj) = Σj ;,

while

To complete the shift of burden, define

A{{Wji,Wχ2:?): λ/^T

by

Then

Γ : Aj) = Ai(w1 2 : (wpw?) ιAj),

[ A2(wji,wi2 : Aj) = Λ2(wj2 : (wjΊwf)-ιAj).

can be rewritten as the sum

of the

(-1)

Σ Σ

with the understanding that in the definitions of 17/ and 27 , , the obvi-
ous replacements are to be made.
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APPLICATION. Take, successively,

{A2(wi2:A) = A°2

ί Aι(wn:A) = Aι
B: I V _ — Λ € V-lo) ,

\ Λ ( Λ ) - 1 ( Λ Λ θ )

to treat

Γ A : holomorphic in Λ^(Λ^ fixed)

I B : conjugate holomorphic in Λ^(Λ^ fixed).

It then follows from Hartog's theorem that

(Λ°,Λ°) .-> T(A?, A§;ti; 1 2;Φ 1,Φ 2 : H)

is holomoφhic on v^T&i x \/-T&2 We have therefore recovered the
main conclusion in §9 of [2-(d)].

It will be convenient to retain the second choice above for Λi (wχ2 :?)
and Λ2(t^i2 :?), i.e., B supra. In this situation, 17Z is just a constant,
namely

while 2ji becomes

c{Pi\Ai: Pj\Aj : wj* : wjnvfA* - A,-)*

c(Pi\Ai:P2\A2:wϊwι2:A%)Φ2.

Thus, we have proved:

PROPOSITION 5.2. Fix

f Λ ? G ^ T α 1 ?

I A°2 e >/=Tα2.

Then mod o(H)

(QHE(Λ \AX : Φ! : Λ? :?), QUE(P2\A2 : Φ 2 : Λ^ :?

equals (-1)1 times the sum over

wϊ2 ew(Aι,A2)

of the sum

Σ Σ
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of the

( _ 1 } r ^ vol(βjv)

A relative version of this result will also be needed. To proceed in a
manner amenable to calculation, we shall first have to deal with some
representation-theoretic preliminaries, the subject of the next section.

6. Truncation of the induced representations. The purpose of this
section is to discuss the truncation of the

lnd^.A.N(LM/ΓM ® Λ ® 1) (Λ e v/^ϊα).

Their introduction can be justified on the following grounds. We know
from §8 of [2-(f)] that if a is a ^-central, infinite element of C°°(G),

are objects of fundamental importance. That being, the main result
of the present section is an expression for these entities in terms of

I JRe(Λ)=0

In turn, it will be shown that the integrands can be written as an
integral-series involving inner products of "partial Eisenstein series",
formulae for the latter following from an extension of Proposition 5.2
(cf. §7).

Fix a Γ-cuspidal P = MΛ N—then, as in TES (pp. 95-96), attached
to any Λ e V^Tα, there is a unitarily induced representation

or still, by induction in stages,

Methodically, it will be simplest to establish our results in the second
picture although they will be explicitly formulated only in the first.
The reason is that the representation space for
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is tailored for a direct application of the partial truncation operator
<2jί (cf. §8 in [2-(b)]) while, strictly speaking, this would not be true
of the representation space for

Of course, no real difficulty is present, the issue being technical but
minor. So, in particular, if a e C£°(G), then

Q* o \nάG

M.A.N{LM/TM ® A ® l)(α) o Qf

makes sense through

and likewise in general (cf. infra).

PROPOSITION 6.1. Let H e aQ. Let a e Q°(G) be K-finite—then
VΛ e v ^ α ,

Q$ o lnd^.A.N(LM/ΓM ® Λ (8) l)(α) o Q*

is of the trace class. Furthermore, V natural N, 3CV > 0 such that

τ«2? o lndG

M.A.N(LM/ΓM 9 A β> l)(α) o Q«) < ( 1 +

[Note: As usual, τ is the trace norm.]
It is therefore a corollary that

tr(Q$ o lnd%.A.N(LM/ΓM ® Λ Θ l)(α) o β ?

is a rapidly decreasing function on the imaginary axis.
Turning to the proof, recall that the representation space for

may be taken as L2(G/(Γ n P) Ά N) under the norm

| |Φ| |2= / / Φ(km)Φφn)dκ(k)dM(m),
J JK

the action being

lnd?M.A.N(l®A®l)(x)Φ(y)

= af-p a;iA-p) Φ(x~ιy) (x9y e G).

It is well known and easy to show that

Ind? . Λ ( l ® A ® l ) ( α )
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is an integral operator with kernel

Ka(P:x,y:A):

a{~A+p) • 4A+P) • T ί ί a(xδany-^-A+^dA(a)dN(n).
δerJAjN

Substituting P for G, what has been said in §2 of [2-(f)] then implies:
( l ) V H e α β ,

is represented by

(Q

(2) VH e og, the operators

(QfoInd$M.A.N(\®A®l)(a),

I ln4M.A.N(l®A®l)(a)oQf

are Hilbert-Schmidt;
(3) VH € αρ, the operator

Φ ^ Λ ® l)(α) o Q

is of the trace class.
Consequently, the only really new aspect of Proposition 6.1 is the

rapid decrease of

τ(Qf o I n d £ , 0 ^ ( l ® Λ ® l)(α) o Qf) (Λ € Λ/=TO),

which, when rank(Γ) = 1, is essentially in §7 of [2-(a)]. Thanks to
the theory of the parametrix and the sublemma appearing on p. 43 of
[2-(a)], it suffices, in general, to prove that V natural JV

) " • \\Q?oInd$M.A.N(l ® Λ ® l )(

stays bounded. For this purpose, begin by observing that

Ka{P :kιmι,k2m2 : Λ)

= Σ ί ί ot{kxmxδanm^k^)a^A+PUA{a)dN{n)

= [ a(-A+ri I Σ ί a{kxmxδanm^k^)dN(n)\ dA{a).
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Next, extending the notation of §8 in [2-(f)]? form

ap(kχ : k2: m : a) = / a{k\mankZx)dχ{n),
JN

so that

Ka(P:kιmuk2m2:A)

Σ "/
A

Finally, to look at

amounts to studying

or still, in an abuse of notation,

ί βί-A+rtβ/jW [ J- cffa : h : m^mj1 : α) ) dA(a).
\ό€lM J

As functions ofmeM depending on a parameter a E A, the ap

vanish identically if a £ Ca, Ca a certain compact subset of A. Easy
variants on a standard theme then tell us that

Σ a P ^ : fc2 : mxδm-2

x :a)\e R(M/ΓM)
J

uniformly after differentiation in a e A. Take now a polynomial p(Λ)
and consider

ί : a)

The /1-integral is over a compact set. Moreover, /?(Λ) can be moved
inside to reemerge as a derivative with respect to a e A:

Σ ^ ( f c i : k2 w i ^ j 1 : a)

In turn, by the remarks above, this function is uniformly bounded in
k\, k2, m\, m2. Our contention of decay thus follows immediately.
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[Note: If p is any polynomial on v^Tα, then

(1) dp(Qf o IndM.AN(LM/rM ® A ® l)(α) o Qf) is of the trace class
and

(2) V natural N, 3CN > 0 such that

τ(dp(Q$ o lndG

M.A.N(LM/ΓM ® Λ ® l)(α) o < # ) ) < ( 1

In fact, employing the theory of the parametrix and taking into ac-
count Leibniz's rule, we see that it need only be shown that V natural
N

(1 + | |Λ| |)" • \\dp(Q^olnd^M.A.N(l ®ΛΘ l)(α))||Hs ( A s v^Tα)

stays bounded. This, however, is clear since differentiation by p sim-
ply introduces the factor p(log a) into the ^-integral, itself compactly
supported on Cα.]

Given an M-invariant subspace βf of L2(M/ΓM), we shall write
^M/ΓM ^ 0 Γ *ke restriction of LM/γM to &. Reducing norms leads read-
ily to:

PROPOSITION 6.1 (bis). Let H e α e . Let a e CC°°(G) be K-finite—
then VΛ e v^Tα,

® A ® l)(α) o Qψ

is of the trace class. Furthermore, V natural N, 3Cχ > 0 such that

τ(Q? o lndG

M.A.N(L%/ΓM ® Λ ® l)(α) o β«) < ( 1

Accordingly,

is a rapidly decreasing function on the imaginary axis, hence is inte-
grable there. In a word, our objective will be to identify this integral,
at least when & satisfies some supplementary conditions.

Apart from tacitly imposing the customary assumptions per & rel-
ative to the ΛΓM-finite elements of C£°(M) vis-a-vis the associated
kernels (see §2 of [2-(f)]), we shall explicitly insist on the following
condition:

(&) Let Pf be the orthogonal projection of L2(G/(Γ Π P) A N)
onto

L2(G/(ΓnP)Ά N:<r),
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the subspace made up of the Φ such that for every x eG, the function

m ι-> Φ(jcm) belongs to %?.

Given a J^-finite element a of Q°(G), it will be assumed that VΛ e

is an integral operator admitting a kernel

Ka(P :βT:x,y:A)e S™(G/Γ x G/Γ)9

where r is independent of a.
[Note: Pf is not to be confused with P*9 the orthogonal projection

of L2(M/ΓM) onto %?. The connection between the two can be found
in the commutative diagram

L2{G/{ΓnP)Ά N) <-+ L2(KxM/TM)

pf \®P*

L2{G/(ΓΠP)Ά N) <-+ L\K x M/ΓM).]

THEOREM 6.2. Let H e aQ. Let a e C£°(G) be K-central and K-
finite—then, under condition

ί
JRQ(A)

F o lndG

M.A.N(L%/rM ® A ® l)(α) o Q«) \dA\

equals

For orientation, we remark that if ^ = L^M/ΓM) or %? —
L2

on(M/ΓM), then condition (%?) is necessarily in force (cf. infra)
while, automatically, this is the case when %? = L2{M/TM) itself.

Formally, the truth of the theorem is seemingly apparent. To pro-
ceed rigorously, however, is quite a different matter. The lemma below
is the key to our method.

LEMMA 6.3. Let X and Y be second countable, locally compact Haus-
dorff spaces. Let

ί μ be a regular Borel measure on X st spt(μ) = X,

\v be a regular Borel measure on Y.

Suppose that K\ and K^ are continuous functions on X xY and that T
is a bounded linear transformation L2(Y; v) —• L2{Y\ v), all connected
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by:
(i) Vx e X, Kx(x,Ί) e L2(Y\v) and V compact Ω c X, 3gΩ e

L2{Y\v) such thatVxeΩ,

\K{(x,y)\<gΩ(y) Va.e.yeY;

(ii) VgeL2(Y;v),

ί K{(x,y)(Tg)(y)dιs(y) = f K2(x,y)g(y)dv(y) Ma.e.x^X.
JY JY

Then the map

g^ f Kι(?,y)g(y)dv(y)
JY

takes L2{Y\v) continuously to C{X). Moreover, Vx e X,

and
K2(x9y) = {T*Kx{x9Ί)){y) V a.e. yeY.

[Note: Recall that a second countable, locally compact Hausdorff
space is necessarily sigma-compact and metrizable.]

Proof. Let g e I?{Y\v)— then, by (i) Vx e X, Kx{x,Ί) e L\Y\v\
thus

f κ{(χ,y)g(y)dv(y)
JY

is meaningful. To ascertain its continuity in JC, assume that {xn : n e
N} is a sequence in X with limit x. Because {xn : « e N} U {x} is
compact, in view of (i) again, there exists a g0 e L2(Y;ιs) such that

So, up to a set of z^-measure zero,

from which, by dominated convergence,

lim [ Kι(xn,y)g(y)dv(y)= ί Kx{x9y)g{y)du{y).
n->oojγ Jγ

Therefore
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is a continuous function of x. Moreover, if Ω c X is any compactum,
then Vε > 0,

Uh < e/\\ga\\ => supI Kx{x,y)g{y)dv{y)
JY

By continuity and the fact that spt(μ) = X, we now see that the relation
postulated by (ii) actually must hold for all x. That being, fix an x—
then, for any g e L^(Y; v),

ί K2(x,y)g(y)dv(y) = f Kx(x,y)(Tg)(y)dv(y)
JY JY

[
Y

This implies that

V a.e. y in an arbitrary relatively compact, open subset of Y, thence,
by σ-compactness, V a.e. y e 7, period. As the right-hand side is in
L2{Y\ u)9 the same is true of the left-hand side.

REMARK. It is a simple consequence of the foregoing argument that

/ Kx{x,y){Tg){y)dv{y) = f K2(x,y)g(y)dv(y) VxeX.
JY JY

We omit the half dozen lines of justification.
Here is an initial application of the lemma. Take

r x = G/(ΓnP)Ά N,

\ Y = G/(ΓnP)-A-N

and let T — Pf—then, in the presence of condition ( ^ ) , with

rKι(x,y)=Ka{P:x,y:A)9

all the assumptions are met. In particular, we deduce that Vx e X,

Ka(P :JT:x,y:A) = PfKa(P : x,? : Λ)(y) V a.e. y e Y.

The operator

® Λ Θ l)(α) o Qf
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is represented, after transfer of models, by

In addition,

tr(β? o Ind^.A.N(LZ/ΓM Θ Λ ® l)(α) o Qψ)

can be calculated as the integral

$H)Ka(P : J^ : km,km : A)dκ(k)dM(rn)./
K

Obviously, then, Theorem 6.2 hinges upon an examination of the latter
integrand.

Put

ί Ka(P : kx,mx :k2,m2 : A) = Ka(P : fc^i : /c2™2 : Λ),

I Ka(P \%>\kumx\ k2,rn2 : Λ) = #α(i>: ^ : kxmuk2m2 : Λ).

Then

tfα(P : MT : Λ:l9/»i :?,? : A) = (\®P^)Ka{P : kumx :?,? : Λ)

for all k\9 m\, which, being an Inequality, gives V a.e. k2 e K,

Ka(P \M? : kumι : k2,m2 : Λ)
= P^Ka(P : kum{ : k2y? : Λ)(m2) V a.e. m2 e M.

This inference can be strengthened by taking

= M/ΓM,

and using the lemma, to wit: Vk\,k2 e K, \/m\ e M\,

Ka(P \MT \ kumx : k2,m2 : Λ)

= PrKa(P:kumι : k2,Ί : Λ)(m2) V a.e. m2eM.

Fix an aeA. Let

:k\9m\ : /:2>w2 : α) =

In this notation,
Ka{P:kxmuk2m2 : Λ)

or still
Λ^(.P : ̂ i, mi : /:2, m2 : Λ)
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is given by
r

:kumχ :k2,m2:a)dA{ά).LIA

Freeze k\9 m\, and k2—then, as has been noted earlier, the integral
is uniformly compactly supported. Furthermore, the Aa(P : . . . ) , qua
functions of m2, are uniformly bounded. In light of this, there is a
map

A - L2(M/ΓM),

n a m e l y t h e r u l e a s s i g n i n g t o e a c h aeA t h e f u n c t i o n

Aa(P:kum{:k2yΊ:a).

It is clear that for every / e L 2(Λ//ΓΛ/),

Ka(P : %T : kum{ : k2, m2: Λ)/(m2) dM(m2)

M/TM

= ί ((w) ί a
JM/TM \ JA

'. kumx : fc2,? : a)dA(a)) (m2)

(w) signifying weak integral. Consequently,

Ka(P:Jr:kumι : k2y? : Λ)

= (w) ί α ( " Λ + ^ P ^ Δ ^ P : kl9mx : kuΊ\a)dA{a)
JA

as square integrable functions on M/ΓM.
To exploit joint differentiability and thereby eliminate the sets of

measure zero from the preceding expression, observe that for fixed k\,
k2, and a,

Aa(P:kumι :k2,m2:a)

is the kernel of
LMIΓM{ap{kx:k2:Ί:ά))

at m\, nt2. Invoking the lemma one last time with

(X = M/ΓM, τ = p^
\Y = M/ΓM,

and recalling our standing (tacit) hypothesis on X , we find that

i.ki.η.a) belongs to the function class determined by
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It therefore follows that Vfci, k2 €K,Vmι,m2eM,

Ka{P:^:kl,ml:k2,m2:A)

= ί a^^K^(kι:k2±a)(mϊ,m2)dA(a).
J A

To complete the proof of Theorem 6.2, come back to

that is, to

K

or still, by the above

f a(~A^ \ ί
JA [JM/ΓM

-dK(k)dA(a).

Thought of as a function of a e A,

JM/ΓM

belongs to C£°(A); on the other hand, of course,

M/ΓM

= t r ( Q 7 - ( H ) o L % / Γ M ( a p ( k : k : Ί : a)) o

Owing to the Fourier inversion formula, we now have

(2ϊ? " JL Λ - o t Γ ( β " ° I n d ^ ^ ^ ( L ^ ® Λ ® l)(α

a^kik^il^oQ^^

Since α is J^Γ-central, Vm € Λ/,

αp(fc : fe : m : 1) = / a(kmnk~ι)diy(n)
JN

= / a(mn)dN(n) = ap(m)
JN

in the notation of §8 in [2-(f)]. The integral over K thus reduces to

the sought for conclusion.
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Having taken care of the proof of the theorem, we should say a
word or two as to why condition {&) holds if & = Llis(M/ΓM) or
%? = Lςθn(M/ΓM). Basically, it is simply a matter of "relativizing"
the results in Chapter 8 of TES, i.e., of replacing G by P in their
formulations and proofs. Let us give a brief indication of what is
involved.

Suppose that

Let Φ/ e if (<5,^ )—then, using daggered Eisenstein system functions,
the lemma on p. 300 of TES says that the series

γeΓΠP/ΓΠPi

can be meromorphically continued as a function of ΛJ" from

to αJ

We shall denote the meromorphic function thus obtained by the sym-
bol

and refer to it as a "partial" Eisenstein series. Of course, if P = G,
then it is a question of an Eisenstein series in the usual sense of the
word. Finally, to reflect the decomposition

it will be convenient to set

EiPlAiPilAnΦiiAnx)

= cϋί-p).E(P\A:Pi\Ai:Φi:A]:x)9

legitimate since

Σ diixγ^-ri.Φiixγ)
γeΓnP/ΓnP,

{t) ^Pl). Φi(χγ).

With this preparation, we are now in a position to write down for-
mulas for

K (P'JT x v A) ί ^ = L dis( M / Γ ^)>
I %f = Lton(M/ΓM),
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interest, for the most part, centering on the continuous case.
Fix an association class Ή Φ {G}:

* = II
r

QP.
7?

where %ί = G {/>/} Π <&. Recalling that Piμ (1 < μ < n) is a set of
representatives for Γ\g/, we can and will assume that our orthonormal
basis {ejj : n e /(<^/)} has been so selected that each e*n has but one
nonzero component, thus lives in some &(δ,&iμ). In addition, we shall
agree to let

Dom(P : g7) = {% : P > %}.

If Dom(P : ^ ) is not empty, then, per a particular % dominated by
P, there is at least one μ for which Piμ has a Γ-conjugate below P, say

Relative to an e^ singled out by such a μ, put

Lastly, choose a kj eK with the property that

The notation established,

Ka(P:L2

con(M/ΓM):x,y:A)

is given by the sum

X. Σ Σ
8? ί:g5€Dom(/':^) <*,

Of
1 1

times the integral

•/Re(Λj)=0

Of

. Λ M,-: e^,: fc, Λ + Λj: jf) E(Pμ : /i μ, : ej,: krk+K\: y).
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Here, Σ)m3i means that we sum only over the m, n such that the
nonzero components of e^, ej, correspond to parabolics possessing a
Γ-conjugate dominated by P. One may also discuss

Ka(P:L2

άis(M/ΓM):x,y:A)

in a similar way, the explicit expression for the kernel involving no
integrals and no Eisenstein series, the latter being the entry functions
alone (vis-a-vis P e^}).

[Note: It suffices to require that a be a ^Γ-finite element of C£°(G),
A^-centrality playing no role.]

No really new ideas are needed for the proofs, the main point being
a demonstration of Proposition 7.4 of TES in its daggered form, hence
the attendent daggered consequence, namely the lemma appearing on
p. 356 of TES. This done, no difficulty arises in writing out a daggered
version of Chapter 8 of TES. The formula supra for the kernel then
falls out, as do the estimates needed in the present extended setting
for the analogues of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 as well as Proposition 2.3,
the latter reading as follows.

PROPOSITION 6.4. Let a e Q°(G) be K-finite—then VH e aQ,

tr«2? o IndG

M.A.N(Lc$ΓM Θ Λ ® l)(α) o Q?)

is equal to

x {Q$Έ(P\A : Pi\Ai: e^ : A}:?), Q?Έ(P\A : Pt: A{: ej, : Λj:?)) \dA]\

[Note: Λ is pure imaginary.]
The above inner products

are calculated as integrals over K x M/TM. Their explication is the
next topic on our agenda.

7. Manipulation of the leading term (P Φ G). The purpose of this
section is to study the leading term of the inner product of two trun-
cated partial Eisenstein series in the boldface picture, the upshot being
a relative version of Proposition 5.2. In reality, the issue is primarily
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notational, the actual work having been carried out in §5. Analogous
considerations will arise again in the next section when we combine
what is said here with the results from the preceding section to get a
boldface expression for

thereby preparing the way for the cancellation. It may be helpful to
keep in mind that the rationale underlying all this is the need to shift
the emphasis from a given Γ-cuspidal to its containing G-conjugacy
class. Of course, G and {G} are virtually indistinguishable, so matters
simplify considerably at the top level of cuspidality!

Some of the requisite notation was introduced at the beginning of
§5. To add to it, let us follow the lead in TES (p. 193) and set

ί L2((G|^ )/Γ) = ®μ L2(G/TMiμ Aiμ Niμ),

\ 2l((G|^)/Γ) = φμ %(G/ΓMιμ Aiμ • Niμ).

Elements of either of these spaces are therefore r/-tuρles. The boldface
partial truncation operator then enters the picture as the map

g : Λ((G\9i)/Γ) -

defined by the rule

Suppose that % >_ g/0. If we compose the bilinear pairing

C'O X CΓΌ - > CΓ'O

prescribed by multiplying the entries term-by-term with the reduction
map

from §5, then the result is a bilinear assignment

o x cr<o -> σ

which will be denoted by the symbol (?,?)«j. No confusion will arise
from the fact that 8/0 is not explicitly reflected in the notation. Intrin-
sic, however, to % is

the canonically defined Cn -valued "inner product" on L2(((j|g/)/Γ).
Keeping still to the supposition that % y Wio, we can and will assume

that
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That being, given Φ/o e&(δ,&i0), by

we shall understand that element of 2l(((?|g/)/Γ) whose μth-component
is the sum over those μo for which Pioμo has a Γ-conjugate below Piμ,
say

Piμ h yioμo^ioμoyioμo \7ioμo ^ * ) >

of the

Consider now two G-conjugacy classes gji and gj 2 per
both dominated by 8J, so that

where, additionally P/ and PJ are associate, or, what amounts to the

same, W(A\,A\) is not empty. Fix

and form the partial Eisenstein series

(Έ(<g'i:Pι\Aι:Φι:Λ\:'!),

\ E ( ^ : P2\A2 : Φ 2 : Λ+ :?).

Then
f Q^E(Wi: P{\Aι :Φi : Λΐ :?)

\ H ( μ Φ Λ 5 )
In this situation, the inner product

(QgE(«J: PX\AX : Φ{ : A\ :?),QgE(8?: P2M2 : <*>2 : A\ :?))*

( H G α e )

is not a scalar but an r/-tuρle (cf. supra). If Λ{ and Λt, are pure
imaginary and in general position, then it follows from §8 of [2-(d)]
that its "leading term" is the sum

vol(<)
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of the

times

(c(Pk\Aio:Pι\Aι:wlΛ:A\)Φι,

c(Pjn\Ajn: P2M2 '• wt : Λ t ) Φ 2 k W.

The analogue of Proposition 5.2 in the relative setting is also essen-
tially immediate, viz.:

PROPOSITION 7.1. Fix

( A\e V^T&I,

\ At G V=ϊa\.

Then mod o(H)

(Q|E(g;-: Pλ\Aλ : Φi : Λj :?),Q|E(^ : P2M2 : Φ2: Λj :?))^

(H 6 Oβ)

equals {-\)ι° times the sum over

w\2&W(A\,A\)

of the sum

Σ Σ
ofthe

#(Σ°t,)
(-1) '*

Jo JO

REMARKS. (1) The superscript "zero" has not been appended to ΛJ
and A\, although it has been otherwise retained.
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(2) There are two daggering operations taking place: f and p. The
new one, f/, is vis-a-vis a generic domination

(3) P' enters in qua the notion of "daggered association class" (cf.
§5). Because daggering into M1 is the same as daggering into Af, and
then into 'M = M', the daggered association class is a function solely
of/".

(4) lyol o is again a constant, namely

while 2jQiQ is, as before,

c(Pi0\Ai0 : P Λ μ Λ : w7*: w}'oiwfA\

(5) The c-functions are "block diagonal" in the sense that the /Q//O
to 70^0 entry is zero unless μo and v§ give the same μ per gj .

(6) While the above result is a consequence of Proposition 5.2 (ap-
plied to the Miμ) and a diagram chase, it is an important point that
the c-f unctions are precisely those of Proposition 5.2.

8. Consolidation. The purpose of this section is to take the mod
o(H) expression for

as formulated in §8 of [2-(f)], and recast it into the boldface mold.
This shift in emphasis will be exploited in the next section when we
take up the integral manipulations.

Let a be a A^-central, AΓ-finite element of C£°(G)—then the central
conclusion of [2-(f)] is that mod o(Ή)

is the same as
K(HO : a : Γ)

less

r - l

kW . p. .
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less

Here Σ ^ = 1 is a sum over a set of representatives for the Γ-conjugacy
classes of Γ-cuspidal split parabolic subgroups of G, r the index asso-
ciated with G itself. The exact definition of

K(HO : a : Γ)

is of no importance for the considerations at hand, hence need not be
detailed. As for the other terms, we recall only that p(Γ: P, :?) is an
Arthur polynomial (cf. §7 of [2-(f)]).

To facilitate our transition, some more notation will be needed.
Given gj, let

L 2 (^ /Γ^) = @L2(Miμ/ΓMtβ),
β

the obvious interpretations then being assigned to the symbols

r i

Relative to a ΛΓ-central, A -̂finite element a of Q°(G), put

β

so that, with the evident convention,

We shall agree to write

^GM,,A,,Nw(L%]μlTMμ ® kiμ • At 9 1),

i μ . ^ L - / Γ m i ; j β ^ A,- ® 1).

The ^-analogue of βp was introduced in §7: Q|ϊ. It will also be
necessary to employ the ^/-analogue of QIM^H\ namely: Q^n\ the
definition of which is clear. Finally, let

a boldface Arthur polynomial.
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If the ^ are Hubert spaces and if the Tμu : %?μ -> M?v are trace class
operators, then with

we define

tΓg;(T)€CΓ'

as the Vi-tuple whose μth-entry is tr(Tμμ).
Having established the notation, it can now be said that mod o(H)

is the same as

K(HO : a : Γ)

less

• (p(Γ : % : H - H o ) , tr^

less

• (p(Γ : % : H - H o ) , ^

REMARKS. (1) Both sums are over G-conjugacy classes (not associ-
ation classes), the slash through the summation sign meaning that the
sum is over the % Φ {<?}.

(2) The angle brackets refer to the ordinary pairing

cr' x σ -+ c.

Holding

in abeyance, let us consider

in more detail. It is to be noted that the discussion infra admits the
special case 8/ = {<?}.

Interpreting Theorem 6.2 in the present context, we can start by
saying that
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equals

(2^F ' L A - o ^ ( Q " ° I n d 8 ( L ^ / % Θ A ί ® 1 ) ( α ) °
Thus, we are reduced to looking at

® Λf ® l)(α) o Qg),

the study of which falls naturally into two parts.
Put

Cmn(a :Sio,Aio)Wl = red(8?,gJ0)Cmπ(α :^/o,Λ / o)^,

where, in turn,
C m w (α :^/o,Λ/o)^o

is that element of Cr<o defined as follows:
(a) If e&, ej? do not correspond to the same Pioμo, then

Cmn(a :<fio,AiQ)%o = 0;

(b) If e%, *n do correspond to the same Pioμo, then the //oth-entry
of

is

all the other entries being zero.
Owing now to Proposition 6.4,

tor,(Qg o I n d g ( L ^ ® A/

can be rewritten as

-l L

x

^ o M / o : ê »: A{ :Ί))Λ \dh{\.
i %

[Note: The angle bracket (?,?)g; has the same significance as in §7
but, of course, with % = ffio.]
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To complete the explication of

trβsίQg o I n d g ( L ^ ® A, ® l)(α) o Qg)

one need only deal with

(QgE(^ : P/oM/o : e<° : Λjo :?),QgE(^ : Pio\Aio ' <° : Λjo :?)),.

This, however, is simply a matter of quoting Proposition 7.1, at least
in so far as the leading term is concerned.

9. An integral formula. The purpose of this section is to discuss the
contribution to

associated with

• (p(Γ : % : H - H o ) , tr^

and

• (p(Γ : β?: H - Ho),

Here, as always, a is a AΓ-central, AΓ-finite element of C£°(G). We want
now to let H —> —oo. Ignoring anything that is o(H), the essential idea
of the cancellation is to eliminate all terms which blow up as H —• —oo.
The terms that remain may or may not depend on H o . Those that do
will eventually be connected with their analogues from

K(HO : a : Γ)

while those that do not are in their final form. Our present objective
will be to make the integral manipulations that constitute an essential
preliminary for drawing this conclusion, culminating in Theorem 9.7.

For the time being, let us fix a gj and consider

(p(Γ : % : H - H o ) , t r ^ Q ^ o L ^ (α«) o

On the basis of what has been said in §8, we can write

as

ίy " LL A -o
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where

is equal to

trs(Qg o Indg(L§°/Γ?, <8> A, ® l)(α) o Qg)

:?

and in turn, thanks to Proposition 7.1, mod θgj(^, 0,Λ, + ΛJo: H)

is equal to (—1)^ times the sum

ΣΣ vΣ Σ

of the

(
(-1) %

vol(g)l)

X

REMARKS. (1) Here, P{ and P2 are the same, viz. Pio, while Λ]

and Λ^ are the same, viz. At. Thus, wj runs through W(A]Q), the
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evaluation then taking place at

w
k

. w<i (I - wUA].
jo 7o v io' h

(2) In the current setting, l^7o is

and 2 ^ 0 evaluated at Λ^ is

c{Ph\Ah: Pk\Ah:

The integrand in

JR(/Re(Λj)=0

can be simplified considerably. Employing a suggestive notation (cf.
§8), write

Next, move the sum over m all the way to the inside—then, mod
o%(<!fio, Λ, + Λjo: H), we get (up to a sign)

summed over

but this time, at ΛĴ ,

is
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Because

> k : H :?),
n

is a CΓ| -valued Hilbert-Schmidt "inner product", thus is independent
of the orthonormal basis {ej?}, its value will not change when we make
the substitution

e<° - c ( / y ^ : Pio\Aio: ti ^ t i J : A j , ) " 1 ^.

The significance of this replacement is reflected by the intertwining
relation

(^o,Λ ; + A+))(α)

and the functional equation

which, when utilized, mean that at ΛĴ , l^7 o becomes

and 2^7o becomes

c(Pjo\Ajo: P^\Ah

x c(Pjo\Ajo -

To exploit the appearance of

<>,<•

it will be best to change the sum

ΣΣ Σ
to a sum
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As a first step in this direction, we can certainly assume with no loss
of generality that A]Q is in general position. That being the case,

or still

On the other hand, it is clear that

i.e.,

In addition, the domination

produces PV, thereby determining an association class in M1 contain-

ing pt ; as a fixed representative, the pair (Jo9w^Q) serving as a fixed

"base-point" choice. Letting

we have

ΛΌ KOJO JO fcojo

with dependencies

ί k = Jo(u>l),

Relative to w^9 put

Then, apart from the error term, our integrand is seen to be (-l)/ot

times the sum

ΣΣΣΣ
Λ k0
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of the

(-1)

ί ^kojo>

V. kojo

- d-w} )wj Λf

v kn> knir, 'a

at ΛΪ now being given by

and

: w£ : < Λjo

respectively. Finally, transferring the c-functions to the left,

J>(**,: H :?),

reduces to

where :?) is the consecutive composition of

: «,;*«£ :

and

This is a good point at which to pause and prepare a statement of
recapitulation. Let us agree to write

\ H)
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so that

is equal to

"V^'o

1 1

Λ, ® l)(α) o Qg)

Noting that (cf. TES, p. 361)

oβjfcffc.Λ, +ΛJ,: H) = oβsfrffc.Λ, + ui^Aj,: H),

the preceding manipulations can be summarized as follows:

PROPOSITION 9.1. Let a be a K-central, K-finite element ofC™{G)
then

ko
*0'0 *0

VOl(^J)

*o

ία :?))>,

[Note: ΛJo is in general position.]
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Ultimately, we must study
1 ί

{2πy> yRe(Λ,)=o

. being
1 1

Σ

To justify our calculations, a lemma of convergence will be needed.

LEMMA 9.2. Let a be a K-central, K-finite element ofC£°(G)—then

ί Σ/ t

Proof, Suppose first that

<* = %F*(μ*μ*)κ*XF

for some μ e C£°(G). Let (7 be a unitary representation of G—then
it is easy to verify that

U(a) = U(χF*(μ*μ*)κ*χF)

is a positive definite operator. In this case, therefore, the entries in
the integrand associated with the representatives of % are themselves
positive; hence, after summing over gj o, there arises the majorant

a finite quantity. In general, the factorization theorem of Dixmier
and Malliavin allows one to write every a e C£°(G) as a finite sum of
convolution products μ, * i//, where μ/,i/, £ C™{G) (cf. TES, p. 20).
Furthermore,

μ\ * !>/ =

Consequently, a AΓ-central, ^-finite α e CC°°(G) always admits a de-
composition of the form

ΣCμ χF*{μ*μ*)κ*χF (CμeC),
μ

from which the lemma.
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Unfortunately, this lemma alone does not suffice to completely en-
sure the validity of the upcoming manipulations. Therefore, in order
to proceed with a minimal amount of contrivance, what we shall do
is make an assumption (on the behavior of the c-functions).

ASSUMPTION C. For each K-type <5, there exist positive constants ε,
M, and N with the following property:

e V=ϊaio9\/λio e aioy\/wjoio e W(Ajo9Aio) :

\\c(PJo\Ajo : Pio\4o : wJoio K + Λ

provided

| μ / o | | < β (l

[Note: We have put

r j o k
ω/0 the Casimir operator associated with Wio.]

The nature of this assumption will be examined in the Appendix.
At the moment, we need only make a few simple observations.

REMARKS. (1) The positive constants ε, Λf, and TV are uniform in
the data except, perhaps, for the ΛMype δ. The latter point is not a
problem since we are dealing throughout with AΓ-finite functions.

(2) Our assumption is hereditary in the sense that if it holds for the
c-functions on G, then it holds for the c-functions on M (P = M A-N).
Indeed, thanks to the lemma of descent, then c-functions on M "are"
c-functions on G.

(3) Since

the estimate of the assumption holds for both c c u s and c r e s.
(4) Let D be a constant coefficient differential operator—then the

Cauchy integral formula implies that

\\Dc(Pjo\Ajo : Pio\Aio : wjoio : A/o + AZ0)||Op

admits a bound of the same general form as

\\c(Pjo\AJo: Pio\Aio: wJoh : A/o + A / O ) | | O P

itself with, of course, different positive constants ε/), MD, and ND.
(5) The assumption automatically forces the traceability of L^Γ(a)

for any AΓ-finite a in C°°(G) (or ^x{β)) and, analogously, with G -»
M. The verification may be found in the Appendix.
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LEMMA 9.3. Let a e CC°°(G) be K-central and K-finite—then

is a rapidly decreasing function of

l Λ / o =

Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that α transforms
according to a fixed AΓ-type δ, say, so that

The theory of Eisenstein systems provides a decomposition of&(δ9ifi0)
into a finite orthogonal sum of other spaces, the explicit description
of which is part of the residue taking process (cf. TES, pp. 302-303).
Each of these spaces is preserved by

the action of ω then being explicitly computable in that if Xj0 is an
ambient normal translation, then

is

times

Because the norms of the various possible Xio

9s admit an absolute
upper bound (cf. TES, p. 346), by working with ωN as opposed to ω,
the moduli of the "eigenvalues" are of the order

Consequently,

is a rapidly decreasing function of

However,
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and, from traceability on the discrete spectrum (cf. supra),

^ d i m ( ^ , ^ 0 ) ) (1 + \\tfio\\)-N < +00 (N » 0).

Therefore

is a slowly increasing function of <f/0. The truth of our lemma is now
evident.

Taking into account the formula for I α derived above and the fact

/ / . - /
JRe(A,)=0 JRe{Ai )=0 JRt

'Re(Λ,o)=0

we can use Lemmas 9.2 and 9.3, together with Proposition 4.6, to
break up the integral-series

I α ( ^ -.S^Ai + Al : H) \dA{
)=0 JKe(Af)O

as the sum of two other integral-series, namely

VOl(^)

(α :?)))«

both of which are absolutely convergent. It is to be noted that the
definition of T^yo(α :?) must then be altered slightly, being in this
context the consecutive composition of

and
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The error term is of no immediate concern, thus will be set aside.
To discuss what is left, it will be necessary to pass into the "complex
domain" and change the integral over Re(Λί0) = 0 to a contour integral
over a region inside that encompassed by Assumption c.

Let us start by isolating the main idea. For this purpose, fix a real
unit vector λ/0 in general position. Working with some specified^,
suppose that φ is holomorphic and rapidly decreasing on

|Re(z)| < β(* f c)(l + (Im(z))2 + | |Λ f c | | 2 )-"

ε.(<tfi0) sufficiently small—then

Φ(AiQ)\dAio\
Rc(AlQ)=0

= -7=r / / φ(zλio + Aio)dz\dAio\.
V - 1 yRe(Λlo)=O&Λ/olΛ/o J-yΠoo/Re(Λ/o)=O&Λ/olA/o

With Λ/o subject to the conditions

Re(Λ/o) = 0,

the integral
r+y/--ΐoo

φ(zλio+Aio)dz

may, thanks to our assumptions on φ, be replaced by the integral

φ(zλio+Aio)dz,

where £(Λ/0) is the "witch-curve"

Re(z) = \ ε(^ 0 )( l + (Im(z))2 + \\Ak\\2)'N.

We cannot quite apply these remarks to our situation since the in-
tegrand is known to be Schwartz only on Re(Λ/0) = 0. But it is at
least holomorphic in the region into which we wish to shift the con-
tour, meaning that we need only examine the individual terms in a
neighborhood of infinity along the witch. More precisely, if

Re(Λ/o) = 0,

then by Cauchy's theorem, the integral from -Λ/^TOC to +v^Toc can
be replaced by an integral along a contour C(Λ/0 : T) which follows
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the imaginary axis from —\/^Toc to —y/^ΛT, goes along the witch
to +\fΞ\T, and, back on the imaginary axis again, heads out to
+x/=Too. Because λio is in general position, the root denominators
will be nonzero if T » 0, that is,

This in turn allows us to consider each term separately. Indeed, on the
two tails of the region determined by ±y/^ΪT, the root denominators
blow up, forcing the requisite decay at infinity (the Schwartz substi-
tute). It is therefore permissible to pass from <£(Λ, 0 : T) to £(Λ/0)
term-by-term giving

Re(Λ,J=0

•£>*

%

vol(fjί)

eΣ°t -Σ°v(wl

x

Re(Λ,0)=0&Λ,0lA,0

ou(™l))

(-1) v

D*
vol(^)

IL

^lrfAi.1.

Technically, it will be advantageous at this point to choose a finite
set Ξ, o of ξi0, each real of length one and in general position, connected
by equivariance, i.e., with the property that

wjoio:lio — Z j
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We shall then write

φ(Ai0) d€(Aio)

in place of
1 1

^ T #(Ξ/0)

/ io + Aio)dz\dAio\.

This done, consider anew

r #(Σ°t,(W)) Σ t / K , )

It will be convenient to make the change of variable

Λ ^ = < / o Λ ' o

Per a pair (ko, u ^ ) , if tu^. runs over W(A\ , A]Q), then w^J πins over

))
— -to-one
))

fashion. Indeed, every W(^)-coset in W(A^A\Q) hits every
exactly once. It therefore follows that

Σ°

ko'o ko

is equal to

times

/ ^J / ^d ιι /¥τr/ ^ T/ \ \ V '

Here, the term inside the square brackets is the product of

/ Π (?'4O)
0 pj py\ kQ

Ή) k0
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and

but now T^7 o(α :?) is the consecutive composition of

and

For the moment, we shall view the orbit type^o = {̂ /0}
 a s frozen.

With this in mind, consider the sum

Σ

If, for the sake of brevity, W^ is the daggered association class relative
to % and %Ά (cf. §5), then

Σ =Σ Σ

Fix a WQ. Attached to each 9J0 e ^ is the integral

/

the value of which does not depend on %ϋ. The number of contributing
Wk, i.e., #(fo

f), is

#(W(A{))

Accordingly,

= Σ / Oβϊ̂ Afc

X
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A given pair [k^w]^) singles out a choice of jo (cf. supra). If this
particular choice is changed but the others are kept fixed, then what
has been said above is still true. In other words, our formula for

must be independent of jo Because the number of jo at issue is

upon averaging over j 0 ,

is still

><ΣΣ

Implicitly, the contour of integration depends on the orbit type^o =
/0}, although this is not reflected in the notation (and causes no
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problems). Summing up:

PROPOSITION 9.4. Let a be a K-central, K-finite element ofC£°(G)
then

ί V V ί T (<? <9 Λ + Λ+

[ ] όez>î  ̂ ^ product of

vol(^)/

integral-series are absolutely integrable-summable.

At this juncture, it may be helpful to remind ourselves that

tr^QVH) o L ^ (α«) o

is

{2πy> yR

• being

So, the preceding proposition may be regarded as giving a semiexplicit
expression for
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Eventually, it will be shown that the

331

terms can be ignored. As for the

terms, with patience it is possible to make them a good deal more
transparent.

To this end, fix jo, Λ/o, u>Jo and introduce a parameter H O o Ξ α.
Consider

According to our definition (cf. §5), the

e(Wkΰ: H:?)

appearing in the expression

is a certain element of C%. But we can also view

as an operator on ^(<5,^J by formal multiplication of row and col-
umn vectors. With this understanding, we have

: H i ^

where

or still

where

• c(P Λ M Λ : Pkΰ\Ako:

B = c(Pjo\AJO : P ^ l ^ : ti

:?) Ind
V
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and

The point here is that

is an endomorphism j
To simplify the notation, set

In addition, put

Λΐf = WTVAY
KQ JO^Ό JO

and write

At Λ, then,
( e ί ^ H ^ t i ^ C Γ ^ ί α :?))>,

is equal to

where

B(A) = c{PjMk Pk»\Ah : w}^ : A*, - A)

: Hoo : A) ^

and

Observe that Λ^ is now the variable. Letting it equal zero is tanta-
mount to evaluation at (1 - wl )Λ^. That being, our objective will be
to interpret

by a suitable application of Proposition 4.5. This is in fact the reason
for our temporary shift in emphasis:

( jo is the "base-point" for Detroit families,

\ ko is the "base-point" for integration.
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Qua functions of Ajo, we havejo,
(A)cjokocA(A),

_, (C) C(Λ),

C(Λ) the product

Π ( Λ ' 4 Λ

and we claim:

LEMMA 9.5. The functions in A, B, and C constitute Detroit families
on \/— 1 α .

[Note: The "chamber index" is the pair {k$, \

The verification of this lemma depends on nothing more than the
functional equations, thus runs along familiar lines and so the details
can be omitted.

With this preparation, to apply Proposition 4.5 (in its operator-
theoretic guise), we must specify φ and ψ> as well as the f(W,&w).
The choice for φ and ψ is easy enough, namely let

./ = B.

Turning to the f{W^ψ), fixing (W,ΨW) amounts to picking a dag-
gered association class based at (&o, wV, ), producing data

With this in mind, let

W{Ah{F),...) (F c Σj t,(<))
*0

/o wV.

(wv, wV. Γι(w] Λ/o - At'))"1

v Joko kohJ v Jo Jo JoJJ
]
Jo

Here, C^F) is the number of chambers in a^F). In view of the
definitions,
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Also, it is clear that

lv)

Finally, the Λ-dependent terms in

reduce, via the functional equations, to

c(Pk\Ak : Ph\Ah : w~]': A*, - Λ) : H o o : A).

Returning to

"#0

bring trgj to the outside—then what is left inside is precisely

computable by Proposition 4.5 as the sum

(Fλ 2^ 2-^
ko wυ, F /„ wy*o'o

of the

e(8L:H-Hoo:?)

Take now tr^—then the c-functions at the beginning and the end dis-
appear and we find that

*>
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is expressible as the sum

of vol(^) times

both derivatives being evaluated at (1 - u ^ Λ ^ .

To place this conclusion in perspective, a series of simple combina-
torial observations will be needed. Thus, looking at

is the same as looking at

or still

or still
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But every (JQ9WV ̂ -term is the same and there are
giving at last

of them,

Wo

(DF*

Hence:

PROPOSITION 9.6. Let a be a K-central, K-finite element ofC£°(G)—
then

ί Σ

= Σ Σ/ oWi{&k,Aia:"Ά)\dKia\

X

k wV

e ( % : H - H o o : ? )

derivatives being evaluated at (I -
are absolutely integrable-summable.

. All the integral-series

With this result, we are ready to make our final integral manipula-
tion. However, let us first make some notational simplifications. The
right hand side of Proposition 9.6 involves k$ and /Q alone. We can
therefore replace ko by ΪQ and IQ by y'o> putting us back where we started
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from. In so doing, it is permissible to change the sum over w^ = wfojo

to a sum over w]' replacing, then, the inverse w7]r = w~]f by w]' ,
70*0 w KQIQ lOjO J JolO
70*0

ih

Σ

7 QQ

the effect of which is to restore the initial symmetry.
Starting from the beginning, we have

or still

Ί&Ϋ ' L A o
or still (/0 = U + /J)

1 1

or still

or still

plus (cancelling

3 *h

1 1

x l^ .SioΛi + Λl .tyldAlldAil
•/Re(Λjo)=O

f I Σ°t/(

> : Hoo :?
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both derivatives being evaluated at (1 - i/ t )A/0. We explicitly remark
that here T/o7o(α : HQO •?) is the consecutive composition of

\ c{Ph\AJQ: Pk\Ak : < 0 : Λ/o-?) e(Wk : H o o

and

According to what has been said in §8, mod o(H)

tr((2H o L$τ(a) o QH)

is the same as

K(H 0 : a : Γ)

less

• (p(Γ : β? : H - H o ) , tr^

less

(p(Γ : 3 : H - Ho), \**XΦ™ o Lg>^ (α«) o

The discussion in the preceding paragraph was conducted under
the assumption that g/0 < %. Allowing ^ 0 = % (g/ φ {G}) simply
means that the corresponding L d l s terms must also be included. So,
mod o(H)

t r ( β H o Lf/T{a) o QH)

is the same as

K(HO : a : Γ)

less (absorbing (-1 )««*(«))

f (P(Γ : * : H " Ho),o^(^05Λ/0: H)> \dKio\
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less (/,- = rank(^ ), /0 = /,• + /J)

Λ
•Ό'O

339

Df [tr?lo(Ύiojo(a : H o o :?))]\ \ d£(Λio),

the outside pairing being one of r rtuples. Here, the sum J2&,,<% e x "

tends over all %,%a such that % > %ϋ {Wio Φ {G}). Needless to°say,

the derivatives are again evaluated at (1 - ιy(t)Λ,0.

In conclusion:

THEOREM 9.7. Mod o(H)

is the same as

K ( H O :a:Γ)

less

,o)=0
: % : H - Ho),og;(^/0, A / o: H)) \dΛio\
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h Λ)'o

j t-ΣP («,t)
(l-<)Λ-o

H
Oo

WC(A/o).

10. Two examples. The purpose of this section is to illustrate how
the cancellation works in the two simplest cases which, in a sense, are
the exact opposite to one another.

The preceding theorem gives us an expression for

containing three distinct ingredients. The first of these,

K(HO : a : Γ),

will be left as is since it contains the contribution to

associated with the conjugacy classes and will be studied elsewhere.
As for the second,

Σ Σ / W Γ : * : H - Ho),ae!(^0, A/ o: H)> |</Λ/o|,
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it turns out to be o(H), so, for all intents and purposes, can be ignored.
We shall justify this assertion in detail eventually. Consequently, in
what follows, our chief concern is with the third term.

There is, however, a little more to be said before we try to cut our
way through this thicket. Write

Then:

LEMMA 10.1.

Σ Σ = Σ Σ

The notation is intended to be indicative: \/wio %{wiQ) is the G-
conjugacy class determined by

whereas the dual of the split component of the parabolic Pi(wio) >z Pio

is
span{A/o :wioλ

io = λio}.

While strictly elementary, the lemma is important in that it does serve
to characterize the relevant % as those lying above a fixed "base class"
depending on the choice of ιu/0.

Accordingly,

y y y = γy y y

To profit from this change, recall that the Arthur polynomial
p(Γ : % :?) is homogeneous of degree // (= rank(^)), hence

p(Γ : % : H - H o ) = (-1)7' p(Γ : % : H o - H).

Moreover,
Σ%,(wio) = ΣUwio)nΣ%,

Ό ° Ό

implying that

#(Σ°pV(wl0)) = #(ΣUwio)) + /J - #(Σ% (wiQ)uΣ%),
Ό ° Ό

from which
/t+# t

(-1) Ό =(-1)
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We must therefore examine

ω'o %- %>%{w,

h

X p(Γ:«?:Ho-H),

tt9t {c(Pjo

π t

[

/o :

Hoo:?)
(?,ylt)

Ό
(1-«,O)Λ,O

-Λί0)*

x ? 0 : H o o : ?) ] W , O Λ, O

xIndgo((^o,Λ / o))(α)}

[Note: It is a question now of Wjoio and not of wj'oio. Of course, the
set over which Wjojo is summed depends on F.]

REMARK. For use below, it will be necessary to keep in mind that
^) is the volume of the projection onto

of the parallelepiped with sides corresponding to the elements of

Σ°t-Σ°t,(tι;/o).
Ό Ό

Given 8/0, we determine P/o and A(o and thus the set W(Aio) com-
prised of the various Wi0. Our limit will depend on

rank(l -wio).

To get a feel for what happens, let us consider by way of illustration
the two extreme possibilities, viz. when

rank(l -wj = 0,

rank(l -wio) = lθ9

respectively. It is quite remarkable that, depending on the case, totally
different methods are needed in order to carry out the evaluation.
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EXAMPLE. Suppose that rank(l - wio) = 0—then wio = 1, β/(W|0) =

0 and

0 , .

So, in this situation, ΣF *S ̂ e s u m o v e r ^ e ^ c ^% > ̂ e PΓ°d u c t

Ό
denominator is unity and vol(g^) = 1. That being the case, we can
pass directly from <£(Ξ;0) to Re(Λ/0) = 0, obtaining

Z^ r (F) ?-< 2-~*
0 ) F Jθ WJOΌ

LX

Putting

Σ ° t

(DF

P*>[e(% : H - Hoo :?)]o.tr« {• })*) \d\k\.

Σ°t

interchange the order of summation in % and F and then pull the
summation in 9/ all the way to the right to get

x /

JO WJQ'Q

or still, using the reduction maps and Proposition 3.2,

Jo

r
X

f (p(Γ: %(F): H o -
yRe(Λ,0)=0

Here, tr^ ( F ){ } atΛ/β is

(Pjo\Ajo : ΛolΛ Wyo/o: Λ<oΓ

x Z)f [c(PΛMΛ: Pk\Ak : wΛ / o: Λ/o) e(% : H o o : Λ/o)]
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Because H has now been eliminated, the cancellation vis-a-vis wio = 1
is complete. Of course, we have yet to sum over the <^0, a triviality.
Incidentally, the term attached to F = Σ£ t will appear in the trace

Ό

formula itself.
[Note: For a check, take rank(Γ) = 1—then, taking HOo = 0, as

things are in reality subtracted, what ultimately survives is

x c{Pio\Aio : Pio\Aio: wio : Λ, o)*

• D:[c(Pio\Aio: Pio\Aio : wio: Λ/o)]} \dAh\9

i.e., since Z>* = -d/dAio (in rank 1),

xc(Pio\Aio:Pio\Aio:wio:Aioy

C(Pio\Aio Pio\Aio : wio : Λ/o

It should be pointed out that the minus sign prefacing the l/4π in
the last expression corrects an error made initially by Arthur (in his
F-rank 1 paper) and then again by Osborne and Warner [2-(a), p. 51].]

EXAMPLE. Suppose that rank(l - wio) = /Q—then 1 - wio is nonsin-
gular, %{wk) = {G} and

So, in this situation, ΣF is the sum over singleton F = 0, the product
denominator is over all the λi(. e Σ?, and

Additionally, 7Ό = /'o> wjak
 = ^ an<^ there is no differentiation. Noting

that

r p ( Γ : { G } : H o o - H ) = l ,
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we are reduced to calculating

z? \ f tr I C^'° ' ̂  ~ ^ O O * ̂  ~ Wi°)λ 'o)
Jc(Ξ,0) { Πλ,0 ((1 — tW/o )Λ, 0, A/o)

x c ^ K PίolΛ^/o-Λ/oΓ

or still

1

(Ξ,o)Πλio((l-wh)Aio>λio)

x tr{e(^ 0 : H - Hoo : (1 - wk)Ak) f((l - w ί o)Λ ί o)} </<E(Λ/o)

if _
f(Λ, 0) = c(^ιo|y4/o: Pio\Aio '• wi0 '• - ί 1 - w/oΓ'Λ/J*

The form of the integrand suggests that a change of variables is in
order:

Λ/0-»(l -wio)Ak.

Suppressing the formalities, we get

vol(g/0) f 1
JI det( 1 - wio)\ a o 0

x tr{e(gjo: H - Hoo : Λ/o) f(Λi0

where
; • ) » •;„)-„

It now follows from the elements of the Dini calculus (or directly)
that the preceding integral is

tr(f(O)) + o(H) (H -, -oo).

Here,

Since we are not interested in those entities that are o(H), we finally
end up with

1
|det(l-u; / 0) |

•c(tϋl 0)(-2π)ί> tr(f(0))
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or still, bringing in the l/(2π)/o (which is out in front) and the (-l) / o

(which is part of the data), upon explication,

φ)V V 1"1" \dct(ί-wk)\
• ίrfc( P IA ' P IA ?/J 0^

Observe that H Q is nowhere to be found. Accordingly, summing these
terms over^Zo gives the contribution to the trace formula arising from
the nonsingular 1 — Wi0.

[Note: For a check, take rank(Γ) = 1—then, as things are in reality
subtracted, what ultimately survives is

Pio : Aio\Pio : Aio : wio : 0) Ind|((^ / 0 ,0))(α)},

the extra 2 coming from the relation

| d e t ( l - w / o ) | = 2,

valid in rank 1. It is reassuring that this expression does agree with
the one derived earlier by us (cf. [2-(a), p. 51]).]

At first glance, the nature of the c(wio) figuring in the foregoing may
seem to be a bit opaque. However, the situation can be clarified in
that actually

V V c(w) l

tr{c(Λ.lA : PiMio w/. 0) Indgo((^to,O))(α)}

• tτ{c(Pia\Aio: Pk\Ak : w«.: 0) |

^> being, as usual, the association class containing %a. The verification
of this relation hinges on a combinatorial intermediary.

Write

where w^ ~ tϋ ; o iflF

0 e W(Ajo,Aio) st
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A generic tυo can be regarded as an association class of conjugacy
classes since each tυZo is an ordinary group-theoretic conjugacy class in

Recast, the question thus becomes that of the equality of

Σ Σ Σ c(^o)
tυ0 »,0 w,oetυ,o:det(l-κ;,o)/O

and

»υ / 0

Fix a tυo admitting a representaive tu, 0 with det(l - wio) Φ 0. From
the functional equations, it is clear that if

ί wio e tυ/0 C tυ0?

I wJo e tυ7o C tυ0,

then

tτ{c(PiQ\Aio : Pio\AiQ : wio : 0) |

= tτ{c(Pjo\Ajo : PJMJO : wjo : 0) j

Of course, it is understood that here <9^ and ^ 0 are associate. This
said, it will therefore be enough to show that

Σ Σ
For this purpose, put

Ω ί 0= ]J (l-wio)Ξio.
w,oero,o

We have now:

( ! ) VWyo/o, W

[In fact,
ίo = Ω7 o.

(2)Ω / o nF, =Ω/O
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[In fact,

VξkeΞk, (l-wio)ξioJLλio (λioeΣ%o).]

(3) Ω(o c (α ( 0) r e g.
[In fact, given any ωio e Ωίo, we can find a wjoio for which Wjoioωio e

Ψp (cf. Lemma 2 on p. 67 of TES), hence

wjoioωio e (θyo)reg =• »/„ € (ά/Jreg ]

[In fact, for each j 0 choose a κ;yo/o e W(AjQ9 Aio)—then, since W(Aio)
acts simply transitively on (α/0)reg with fundamental domain

jo

the union

jo

is disjoint, as is the union

#(Ω/β n -&p.

( )

[In fact, by definition

c(wi0) -

Combining the preceding assertions, we get

Σ Σ ^<o)
ro,0 w,oew,o

1 #(Ω/o)
#(Ξ(0) #(W(Aio))

#(Ξί0) #(W(Ak)) v ~ w *(W(Ah)wJ

1
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On the other hand,

#(W(Aio)) #(W(Aio)w,o)

or still
#(«o) = 1

*(9k) #(W(Ak)wJ

It follows that

> CίWi ) = .

as desired.

Appendix. The purpose of this Appendix is to say a few words about
Assumption c. Recall the statement:

ASSUMPTION C. For each ΛMype δ, there exist positive constants ε,
M, and N with the following property:

Vio,Vϋf/o,VA/o e V^ία^VA/, 6 α/o,Vu;Λ/o e W{Ah,Aio) :

| |c(PJΛΛ : Λ0M/0: ^ 7 o / o : Λ/o + A/0)||Op

< M . ( l + r / o | | ) i V (l + ||Λ/o | |)^

provided

|μ / 0 | | < e (1 + I^JI)-^ (1 + HΛ.oll)-^.

We hardly need point out that this assumption has been of piv-
otal importance for our development of the theory. The requirement
of polynomial growth in the parameters is totally compatible with
what we know (and expect) about the behavior of the c-functions. Of
course, the absence of estimates of the desired type is a serious gap
in our understanding. Someday we hope to clear up this lacuna by
a systematic application of "hard" function theory to Langland's ap-
proach of the meromorphic continuation in the rank-1 case but no
serious steps in this direction have yet been taken. It should be noted,
however, that it suffices to treat just the rank-1 case. Indeed, a given
w (= Wjoio) can always be decomposed into a product of simple reflec-
tions, say w =w\'-wn, thus, by the functional equations,

from which the assertion.
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In §4 of [2-(e)] we formulated the following

Main Conjecture. The operator L$JΓ(a) is trace class for every In-

finite a in C°°(G).

We offered there two hypotheses, RH and GRH, and proved that
either one of them implies MC. Actually, these hypotheses and the
assumption at hand are closely related. In fact:

PROPOSITION. Assumption c => Main Conjecture.

Maintaining the notation of §4 of [2-(e)], inspection of the discus-
sion therein shows that it is enough to verify that V<£, VX € <£,

-(X(Pio,Aio),piQ) > Cδ (1 + K 0IIΓL*
To this end, let us admit:

LEMMA. Under Assumption c, Vβ,V3t e <S,

It is then an easy matter to pass to the

Proof of the Proposition. Write

/o

1

Put (cf. [2-(b), p. 440])

1

Then | |? | |Λ o is a norm on α/0, thus, by equivalence of norms, there
exists a positive constant C(pi0) such that

ll?ll < c(Pio) • ||?ιuo.
Accordingly,

<C{Pk)-\\X{Pk,Ak)\\Pla

k

1

/o

1

C(pio)-(X(Pio,Aio),Pio),
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that is,

as desired.
Turning now to the lemma, the point is that X(PjQ9AiQ) must lie on

a singular hyperplane of

ccus(Pjo\Ajo:Pio\Aio:wjoio:
<>)

for some jo and tu/ojo. That this is so is contained in the theory of
amalgamations, in particular the proof of the Main Lemma in TES
(pp. 258-259). Consider the table:

Amal(O)

Amal(l)

Amal(2)

0

CanAmal

*

0

0

*'

I"
ίo

{0}

*

Γ"

0

0

*"'

Here,
* = all singular hyperplanes of Can Amal (TES, p. 254) which meet

the tube over the negative chamber.
*', *", *"' c singular hyperplanes of some cCUs
What we want can therefore be read off from this compilation. That

being, if our contention were false, then we could take in Assumption c

ί h =
X Λ i 0 =

to conclude that

\\ccus(Pjo\Ajo :

is finite, an absurdity.
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